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and stairs walking and talking go together like salt and pepper – we often conflate the two as one, or intermingle them, often without thinking about the social context. talking walks, however, does not imply thinking. in my recent post on the perils of talking on cell phones in public, i noted the recent interaction between matt haughey and governor brown in the governor’s london home. the governor, in the midst of a

business phone call, was approached by matt, who had a question about the notoriously corrupt london city council. with a personal face-to-face interaction, the governor could have asked the question, or put the call on hold, or simply raised his eyes over his carrer to notice matt’s sign. but this is california, where political shyness is often considered a virtue, and the governor is no stranger to such questions. my point
here is not to bash the governor, but to note the nature of his public conversation. a similar example occurred when dennis henigan was being interviewed for his new book “goshen boy: the times and trials of a deadbeat father.” in his hotel room, a reporter with a tape recorder came upon henigan poring over old invoices, a phone bill, and other items. he told the reporter the we’re in the middle of a deal to get his kids
back. as he was explaining the particulars of the contract, the reporter, who had been recording the conversation, put the recorder back in his pocket. (audio of the interview is available here.) in both cases, there was no need to record the conversation, but there was also no need to disturb the flow of talk, which is essentially a form of communication. of course, there are times when face-to-face conversation can be

appropriate, such as an interview, or a small talk session between friends. but many social occasions are best addressed over the phone. i remember how often i’d get phone calls from a friend, or a relative, while walking the dog. when i was walking with a friend, these calls would invariably cause the two of us to take an unexpected detour to a phone booth, or by another phone, in order to either make the call, or
respond to a call. as for personal calls, while walking, i’d stop to make calls, but with a sensitivity to the social context.
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